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No comprehensive historical and technical 
interdisciplinary analysis of the 
German reactor program from WWII
Prior nuclear analyses use few primary sources,
mostly assumed or nominal materials specs
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W. HEISENBERG

THE GERMAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM WAS 
CALLED THE      U R A N V E R E I N

Generally marked by

cut-throat competition, 
personal rivalries, and 
fighting over limited resources
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Berlin (Heisenberg)

Leipzig (Döpel)

Gottow (Deibner)

Heidelberg (Bothe)

Haigerloch
Total Production (1939-45)

 2 tons - heavy water    …
14.3 tons - natural uranium

Experiments split between many groups:
Berlin, Gottow, Leipzig, Heidelberg
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URANVEREIN WAS “AHEAD” OF 
MANHATTAN UNTIL EARLY 1942

Produced by
Degussa AG, Frankfurt

using forced laborers

ton
U metal

per month
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Norsk Hydro
Vemork, Norway

URANVEREIN WAS “AHEAD” OF 
MANHATTAN UNTIL EARLY 1942

919.6 kg D2O
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1.54 tons
natural U
664 cubes

1.51 tons
heavy water

0.85
measured keffB8 Pile (1945)
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Post-war,
Heisenberg 
claimed B8 
was almost 
critical

The material available 
was just insufficient to 

attain k = 1. A relatively 
small amount of 

uranium would have 
probably sufficed.

Nature (1947)

“

”
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“One can also use natural uranium with another 
substance that slows down neutrons without absorbing 
them. Water is not suitable. Heavy water and very 
pure carbon satisfy the requirements.”

Also discusses uranium enrichment, plutonium breeding, thorium fuel, negative temperature feedback
No xenon, samarium, delayed neutrons

Discusses bomb only wrt power excursion 
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In 1941, G. von Droste & Wilhelm Hanle fix Bothe’s “mistake”
and correctly calculate thermal absorption in reactor graphite

“…in the electrographite used by Bothe, the
cadmium fraction is smaller than 3 ⋅ 10−7… A 
10−7 proportion of cadmium would give the 
total absorption cross section of the coal a 
contribution of 0.0004 ⋅ 10-24.” –Hanle

Siemens electrographite
(a)Bothe’s “mistake”:     7.5±1 mb
(b)Droste & Hanle:         4.2 mb
(c)Lamarsh accepted:      4.8 mb (a) Bothe G-71, Deutsches Museum Item FA-002-544

(b) von Droste G-76, Hanle G-85, G-153
(c) Lamarsh, Nuclear Reactor Theory, Tb.I-4

Von Droste calculated boron 𝜎𝜎abs = 545 b 
(accepted 𝜎𝜎abs = 749 b)

yields boron contribution of 3.8 mb
in Siemens eletrographite
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B8 heavy water analyzed by NIST in 1948

B8 cube density 18.53 g/cm3, 
not nominal 19.01 g/cm3
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B8 PILE
1.51 tons modr
1.54 tons fuel
k=0.947

MINIMUM CRITICALITY
3.89 tons modr

3.50 tons fuel
k=1.001
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B8 Pile
1.50 tons modr
1.54 tons fuel
k=0.947

Minimum Criticality
3.89 tons modr
3.50 tons fuel
k=1.001

Available
1.84 tons modr
5.50 tons fuel
 

Heisenberg’s Nature prediction: 
“a small amount of uranium” and 

increase in moderator “volume by not quite half”

There was theoretically enough uranium in Germany, 
but not enough moderator for criticality.
Bombing & sabotage of the Norsk Hydro plant 
made the difference in Uranverein’s success.
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“ My opinion is that the cause of [the Germans’] failure is the 
continental system of education with its sharp distinction between 
science and engineering. It was no accident that a big machine 
like the cyclotron was designed in America. 
  Every American student of my generation was well-
familiar with engineering practices, large-size enterprises, and 
cooperative team work. The American project, from the very 
start, had the cooperation of industry’s engineering skill… and 
team work among the scientists. Both facts were essential for the 
rapid growth of the project beyond mere academic capabilities, 
no matter how great a physicist [one] might have been.  ”
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